This paper explains a calculational design technique for ne-grained parallel programs by means of an example. The example deals with the recognition of K-rotation invariant (or K-rotated) segments which is a generalisation of the well-known square recognition problem. Two parallel programs are derived. The rst one determines for each segment of N successive inputs whether it is K-rotated, the latter determines whether the whole sequence thus far received is K-rotated.
Introduction
For sequential program design a calculational way of programming has been developed so as to construct a program and its correctness proof hand-in-hand 1]. According to this technique programs are derived from their formal speci cations by manipulating formulae. Since at each step of the derivation the correctness is preserved the program is correct by design, and, consequently, a correctness proof afterwards becomes super uous. By means of an example we illustrate that a rather similar approach is also very e ective for the design of ( ne-grained) parallel programs. The parallel programs (also called components) we design are regular networks of cells that communicate synchronously with each other by exchanging messages along directed channels. Communication can take place between neighbor cells only. One of the cells communicates with the environment of the network: this is the only cell involved in the external input and output of the program. Brie y, the design technique proceeds as follows. First, a speci cation of the problem at hand is constructed which constitutes a relation between sequences of input and output (so-called i/o-relations). The role of i/o-relations is similar to that of invariants in sequential program design. The derivation proceeds by partitioning or manipulating the i/o-relation into simpler ones, for instance by splitting o one or more terms. A term may give rise to the introduction of a subcomponent, for example if it is an instance of the original i/o-relation. Eventually we end up with relations for the individual communications along the channels. These relations impose requirements upon the order in which communications take place (e.g., a value may only be involved in the computation once it is received). This order is independent of the values communicated. The next objective is to construct a deadlock-free communication behavior, satisfying the prescribed order, in which each output value depends only on the valus received last, thus causing minimal bu ering. Although the design technique is calculational it is certainly not automatic: in the numerous design decisions we let performance considerations, such as space and speed requirements, be our compass. A cell receives values in variables. The total number of variables is a good measure for the space requirements of the network. In order to assess the speed of the computation we use sequence functions, which makes concepts as response time and latency explicit.
The example we consider deals with the recognition of K-rotation invariant segments. A segment a m::m+n), 0<m and 0<n, of an in nite sequence a is called K-rotation invariant (or, K-rotated, for short), for K 0, if (Aj : 0 j < n : a(m + j) = a(m + ((j + K) mod n)) ) , (1) where a(j) denotes the (j+1)-th element of sequence a. Observe that being K-rotated is equivalent to being (K mod n)-rotated. Since each segment is also 0-rotated, we con ne ourselves to 0<K<n. The obvious way to start the derivation is to generalise (3) in some way, thus obtaining speci cations of components KR n , for 1 n N, with the intention that KR n has KR n?1 as subcomponent (n6 =1). However, (3) is only de ned for i N?1 and from experience we know that this results in i/o-relations for KR n which are de ned on a domain dependent on n. To avoid this we extend relations like (3), mentally to all natural i by de ning a(j) for j<0. During the derivation a suitable extension is chosen, such that relatively simple relations result. For the right-hand side of (3) We next try to nd a communication behavior, conforming to the above relations, in which each output value depends only on the values received last, thus causing minimal bu ering. In the sequel we always aim at minimal bu ering when considering communication behaviors. To denote communication behaviors a notation like regular expressions is used. Here,`;' denotes sequential composition,` ' denotes repetition, and`,' denotes that two communications may take place in any order or even concurrently. The star binds strongest and the comma takes precedence over the semicolon. Systolic arrays for the recognition of squares are presented in 5, 7] . For N=2K, the K-rotation recognition problem reduces to the square recognition problem. In this case K=L, and, consequently, p and q are identical. Hence, p or q may be eliminated from the program. As a nice result, the program thus obtained is equivalent to the program one would have obtained starting with the speci cation of the square recognition problem at once.
A short complexity analysis
The speed of the computation is analysed by means of sequence functions 9]. A sequence function exhibits a possible execution order by assigning all communications to time slots.
For sequence function the natural number (a; i) denotes the time slot to which the (i+1)-th communication along channel a can be assigned. Omitting communications along channels q s, where s is a dummy, since these can be scheduled simultaneously with those along p s, a possible sequence function for KR is inferred from (9) 
for i>k. We focus our attention on the design of p. 
Conclusions
In this note we have derived two parallel programs for recognizing K-rotated segments in a rather calculational way. We would not have been able to design these programs by operational reasoning. The derivations are easy to understand and form an instructive example of the design method of parallel programs as presented in 4, 6] . More advanced problems are treated in, for instance 6, 8] .
The choice to de ne a(j)=a(0) for j<0 was not made a priori, but throughout the derivation. This choice greatly simpli ed the derivations in section 2. An important observation, due to Wim Kloosterhuis, is to exploit unspeci ed communications so as to eliminate a component speci c initialisation. Similar observations have been made in 8], where unspeci ed communications were cleverly used in order to derive the program presented in that paper.
